RESPONDING TO SEXUAL MISCONDUCT

QUICK REFERENCE on RIGHTS & RESOURCES at NYU SHANGHAI
Confidential

MEDICAL & COUNSELING ASSISTANCE

NYU Wellness Exchange: 021-2059-9999 (24/7)

NYU Shanghai Student Health Center: 021-2059-5353

NYU S.P.A.C.E. & Respondent Services: +1 (212) 998-4780 (NY)

Non-Confidential/Private

WAYS TO REPORT TO NYU NEW YORK

Title IX Coordinator: Mary.Signor@nyu.edu; +1 (212) 998-2352 (NY)

Office of Equal Opportunity: title9@nyu.edu; +1 (212) 998-2352 (NY)

Secure Online Form: nyu.edu/sexual-misconduct

WAYS TO REPORT IN SHANGHAI

Liaisons to the Title IX Coordinator in New York:
David Pe: davidpe@nyu.edu; 021-2059-5312
Judy Li: huiyuan.li@nyu.edu; 021-2059-5323
COMMUNITY

MEDICAL & COUNSELING ASSISTANCE

Shanghai East Hospital (Chinese):
150 Jimo Road, Pudong, Shanghai
021-3880-4518 (24/7)

Shanghai East International Medical Center (English):
150 Jimo Road, Pudong, Shanghai
021-5879-9999 (24/7)

* A medical forensic examination is available in coordination with making a report to the local authorities.

HOW TO REPORT

Police/Emergency:
Call 110; ask to speak with the Special Victims Officer

Contact NYU Shanghai Public Safety for support/assistance: 021-2059-5500 (24/7)

NOTE: Refer to NYU’s Sexual Misconduct, Relationship Violence, and Stalking Resource Guide for Students for additional on and off-campus options.
WHAT TO DO
AFTER AN INCIDENT

1. Get to a Safe Place
   If you are concerned about your personal safety or need emergency medical care, call Public Safety at 021-2059-5500 or the police (PSB) at 110 (in mainland China), or go to the nearest police station or hospital.

2. Call for Assistance
   Call the NYU Wellness Exchange at 021-2059-9999 and ask for a Crisis Response Counselor (CRC) for crisis intervention and to confidentially discuss options for reporting and medical/mental health help.
   > Or call NYU Shanghai Public Safety and/or the police.

3. Seek Medical Attention
   (ASAP, within 72 hours, if possible)
   > Seek medical attention to treat injuries, sexually transmitted infections (STIs) and receive emergency contraception.
   > A Wellness Counselor or staff member can go with you to a medical provider and provide support/assistance.
   > If possible after an incident, to preserve physical evidence, avoid drinking, eating, showering, brushing your teeth, combing your hair, or changing your clothes. In China, a medical forensic examination is available by reporting the incident to the local police station (PSB). Contact NYU Shanghai Public Safety to request support/assistance.
Consider Your Reporting Options

> Contact Mary Signor, NYU’s Title IX Coordinator, to submit a formal complaint or report an incident online. The Title IX Coordinator can work with you to coordinate further assistance, protective measures, and academic/residential accommodations, where appropriate.

> In Shanghai, you may contact David Pe or Judy Li, NYU Shanghai’s Liaisons to the Title IX Coordinator in NY, for assistance in making a report to NYU or local authorities and access to support and resources.

> You also have the right and option to file a report with the local authorities and have a medical forensic examination. Contact David Pe or Judy Li to learn about local PRC law and the reporting process and to receive support/assistance.

> Visit nyu.edu/sexual-respect to learn more about how to formally report an incident and see Reporting, Investigating, and Resolving Sexual Misconduct to learn more about what happens after a report is made and your rights during an investigation.

Be Kind to Yourself

Remember that sexual assault or relationship violence is never the survivor’s fault. You may obtain help from the resources listed on this card. You do not have to go through this alone.
CONFIDENTIALITY & PRIVACY AT NYU

Privacy & Confidentiality have distinct meanings.*

24/7 RESOURCES at NYU SHANGHAI

CONFIDENTIAL
Wellness Exchange: 021-2059-9999

NON-CONFIDENTIAL/PRIVATE
Public Safety: 021-2059-5500

*Please visit nyu.edu/sexual-respect to learn more about privacy and confidentiality.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Confidentiality means that information shared by an individual with designated campus professionals cannot be revealed to any other individual, including to NYU’s Title IX Coordinator, without express permission of the individual, or as otherwise permitted by law (such as when there is an imminent threat of harm to self or others). Confidential campus professionals include medical providers, mental health providers, counselors, and ordained clergy.

Other NYU administrators, however, are required to inform the Title IX Coordinator, and cannot offer confidentiality. Nevertheless, these staff members will maintain privacy to the greatest extent reasonably possible.

PRIVACY
Privacy generally means that information related to a report of misconduct will be shared with a limited circle of individuals who “need to know” in order to assist in the active review, investigation, resolution of the report, and related issues. Information provided to a non-confidential resource will be relayed only as necessary for the Title IX Coordinator to direct an investigation and/or seek a resolution.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION REGARDING YOUR RIGHTS

You Have the Right:* To make a report to Public Safety and/or appropriate law enforcement authorities, or choose not to report.

To file an internal complaint with NYU and to receive a prompt, equitable, respectful process, with assistance by an advisor of your choice (if desired).

To be reasonably protected by the University from retaliation for reporting an incident or participating in any investigation or proceeding at NYU.

To receive the University’s assistance in obtaining academic accommodations, medical care, and/or counseling/support services, where available and/or appropriate, regardless of whether an investigation is pursued under the applicable disciplinary procedures or with local law enforcement.

*For more information about your rights, policies, and available assistance, go to nyu.edu/sexual-respect.